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Abstract: Industry 4.0 offers not only new opportunities but also
additional challenges for industrial applications and their communi-
cation systems. This requires a detailed knowledge of corresponding
timing requirements to optimally use new technologies such as Time-
Sensitive Networking (TSN) and the fifth generation cellular network
technology (5G). Therefore, we provide an overview on application
related timing aspects and implementation related constraints. Fi-
nally, we match application requirements towards network properties,
in order to give a more detailed understanding on various timing as-
pects in industrial communication.

1 Introduction
Industrial applications require a communication network that fully covers their cor-
responding needs, such as determinism, short transmission latencies and reliability
[D+17]. Increasing demands regarding flexibility and mobility require for new tech-
nologies, such as Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) or the fifth generation cellular net-
work technology (5G). These offer novel possibilities of data exchange but may need
additional optimization and adaptation concerning the corresponding applications.
However, the data transmission models of today’s typical Industrial Ethernet (IE) or
fieldbus systems are only defined to the transmission mechanism, cf. [PRO15, ser13,
ODV17]. They are very protocol specific and do not fully relate the corresponding
manufacturing requirements. This makes it difficult to map the new communication
technologies to this transmission models and to benefit from the novel possibilities.
Therefore, the goal of this work is to further analyze and classify timing constraints
in industrial networks allowing a more detailed comparison towards the corresponding
application requirements. The remainder of this work is structured as follows:
In Sec. 2, we present an overview of related work, followed by an overview of timing
constraints we derive from the industrial applications point of view in Sec. 3. In
Sec. 4, we analyze current protocol related timing aspects. In Sec. 5, we compare
the corresponding timing constraints and relate them towards the data transmission
models. Additionally, we derive possibilities for an application specific optimization,
which lead to new degrees of freedom for the data transmission that could be used by
new communication technologies. Finally, in Sec. 6, we draw the conclusion.
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2 Related Work
Timing constraints of industrial communication are related on application based re-
quirements or on transmission based conditions. The latter are derived from the
evolutions of industrial communication systems, starting from field bus systems to IE
based networks [Sau10]. The use of IE allows a better information exchange across
all levels of the automation pyramid. However, the lower layer implementations of
the typically used protocols differ in parts very strongly. This results in very different
mechanisms for synchronization and the derivation of the corresponding temporal be-
havior. A comparison and classification of typically used IE protocols is for example
presented in [J+07, Dec09].
In order to derive application based timing constraints, applications are typically first
divided into different classes. One of the most common classification is the divi-
sion into the application classes condition monitoring, process automation and factory
automation [D+17, GH13, VDI09, ZVE09], which also classifies to different timing
aspects. The corresponding data are typically transmitted as cyclic real-time data,
acyclic real-time data, and non real-time data [PN09]. This already allows deriving
certain requirements towards the real-time capability of the data exchange. Here, a
distinction is typically made between non real-time, soft real-time, hard real-time and
isochronous real-time capable data transmission [PN09]. More specific transmission
requirements are very application related. Some specific application requirements are
described for example in [D+17, F+14, VDI09, 5G 20].
Nevertheless, the actual requirements of the application and the implementation-
related requirements are still frequently mixed here. Therefore, we will look at these
explicitly in individual cases in the following.

3 Application Related Timing Aspects
Industrial applications usually require the exchange of data between a controller, the
master, and its sensors and actuator, the slaves. This data exchange is typically
referred to a downlink and uplink communication. A communication cycle therefore
contains at least the transmission of control data from the master in downlink direction
and actual data from the slaves in uplink direction. For synchronized applications, a so-
called global sampling point (GSP) typically serves as temporal reference. It usually
occurs once per communication cycle with a static relation to the beginning of the
communication cycle. It defines when the slaves have to activate their command data
and capture their actual data.
The structure of the actual communication cycle and control-loop depends on the
application. In [Die21] this is discussed from the controller’s point of view. From this
perspective, there are four different timing methods possible:

• command data optimized timing,
• closed-loop optimized timing, or

• actual data optimized timing,
• cycle time optimized timing.

In order to generalize the naming, we change the definition here to the network view
which interchanges command and atual data view compared to [Die21].
In the command data optimized timing, the communication cycle is designed such
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that the device can get the latest command data with minimal latency. Additionally
the devices are synchronized to the contoller cycle with an offset to the cycle start, so
that all devices can use their command values at the same point in time (GSP). This
is useful in applications where the actuators need to follow the command values very
fast.
The opposite case is the actual data optimized timing. Here the controller needs the
latest actual data from the slaves. Additionally to the communication time the sample
points (GSP) offset can be optimized to minimize the overall time between sampling in
the devices and usage in the controller. This is especially important for fast processes
attached locally at the controller.
In the closed-loop optimized timing both, command and actual data, must always
be based on the latest actual data. Therefore, sufficient time for processing must be
scheduled for both master and slaves. As a result, the cycle time is longer compared
to the other timing variants considering the same setup. Using shorter communication
cycles for closed loop will be considered in Sec. 4.
The shortest network cycle time could be achieved with the cycle time optimized
timing. Here, neither the command data nor the actual data have to be based on
latest generated data. Therefore, it is only possible to react to changed values with
at least one cycle offset. Due to the correspondingly shorter cycle time, appropriate
control can still be achieved.
For this consideration, it is assumed that all data are equivalent in terms of timing
requirements. This is a typical assumption of today’s industrial application, which
saves overhead for additional signaling channels and guarantees a fast transmission
using the existing IE based networks. However, from an application point of view, a
further differentiation might be beneficial, since not all data actually have the same
timing requirements.
Form the applications point of view, we can distinguish between:

• open-loop control, • local-loop control, and • closed-loop control.
In open-loop control, the control action is decoupled from the process output. It
is based on the calculation of command data while taking the actual data without
high real-time requirements for system state calculation only. Therefore, either the
communication cycle needs to be faster than the response time of the process to the
control data or the system state is stable in time and delayed transmission does not
lead to different behavior. Typical examples are on/off switching of motors, heaters
or lights over a certain time, where a sufficient control result could be assumed for
the process without a need for feedback. The advantage of using open-loop control is
the reduction of control complexity and required components for the control loop. It
allows individualized communication cycles that correspond to the calculation of new
command data, the transmission and activation of these data at the slaves. Here the
command data do not have to be based on latest actual data, which allows a further
reduction of the network cycle time. Typical programming might be a sequential flow
chart (SFC) using states and transitions and enabling easy diagnostics through missing
signals necessary for the next step.
Local loop control is used to decouple fast sub-processes from the application con-
troller. It allows to eliminate communication time counting as dead time in the closed
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Figure 1: Cascaded control structure.

loop control. Typical examples are drive controller in position set point mode. The
command values are target position and start signal plus optional maximum of speed,
acceleration and jerk. Motion planner and closed loop control functions are included.
In closed loop control the cycle time must be fast enough to capture the upper fre-
quency of the process by fulfilling the Shannon/Nyquist theorem. As we see later in
Sec. 4, there are two strategies: one that optimizes the overall loop cycle time and the
other that minimizes the network cycle time.
Closed loop control needs synchronization of devices in the system and also of the data
transmission. As described before, most applications implement a so called global sam-
pling point (GSP) as temporal reference to activate the command data and capture
the actual data. Alignment of the local clocks is either done by additional messages
with corresponding synchronization information (e.g. IEEE 1588) or by the encap-
sulated of these information in the regular cyclic real-time data transmission (e.g.
Sercos III). Both might have individual advantages for the timing behavior of the data
transmission (cf. Sec. 4).
Based on this classification, it is possible to optimize data transmission for a specific ap-
plication. One method to represent industrial communication for such an optimization
is automata theory. Here, the manufacturing processes or machines are represented as
finite automata with a series of states and transitions. A mapping of real-time systems
is shown for example in [Pet99].
A main field for synchronized devices is motion control applications. For explana-
tion we consider the control structure of a drive together with its motion controller,
computerized numerical control (CNC) or robot control (RC), examplified in Fig. 1.
For Cartesian systems like most machine tools, the axes are independent from each
other and can be controlled locally in the drive controller. The CNC interpolates
the motion path and sends each position command value to the respective axis. The
current position value is only needed for monitoring purpose in the CNC and is not
very critical in timely transmission. This constellation can be regarded as open loop
control for the CNC and local loop control for the drive controller. Classical CNC
systems integrate the position control loop, transfer the speed command value to the
speed control loop and need the position feedback value for closed loop operation. As
the inner control loops need to be faster, this results to a time critical communication.
For non-cartesian systems like articulated robots, a simple position control loop in
the drive does not work because of disturbing momentum of other axes. As the RC
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knows the robots kinematic, it is common to use the torque control interface. This
leads to even shorter cycle times (typically 125µs), simplifies the drive controller, but
needs a powerful RC. For interoperability of motion controller and drive controller,
the interface needs to be standardized. This was done by the fieldbus organizations in
regard of the communication aspects by defining appropriate device profiles.
These need to consider timing from the controller application, the network transport
and device control loops.

4 Implementation Related Timing Aspects
When looking at different devices profiles for synchronized motion we discover that
there are 1- cycle, 2-cycle and even multi-cycles communication models. In this chap-
ter, we describe the background of these models and assign corresponding applications.
Closed loop control always targets to minimize latency inside the loop. In old ana-
logue implementations direct wiring for velocity and feedback position was used. For
cost reason serial communication came into industrial controls in the beginning of the
1990th, which helped also to get rid of drift and noise problems but introduced ad-
ditional latency. The first standard introduced to make the interface between CNC
and drives digital was Sercos Interface. A drive controller can be regarded as three
cascaded control loops for position, velocity, and torque (cf. Fig. 1). The computer-
based NC contained path generation, interpolation, and position control loop. The
analogue based drive controller contained velocity and torque (current) control loops.
Sercos was designed to interface to any of those control loops in regard of different ap-
plication requirements. Looking at the communication requirements the outer loops
are slower but need higher resolution of the communicated signals. High dynamic
machines require fast control loops, so the best would be to have the three loops
for position, velocity, and torque running locally in the drive controller without any
latency caused by communication. This works perfectly for Cartesian systems like
machine tools where there is no cross-dependence between the axis. High performance
could be reached by coarse interpolation in the CNC and additional fine interpolation
in the drive controller. Supposing that the drive controller can guarantee the required
acceleration, the feedback position to the CNC is only needed for monitoring of errors.
So, the position interface is just an open loop interface for command position. (Refer-
ence to output stream optimization). The cycle time in this case is determined by the
minimum cycle time of the controller and the next multiple of control loop cycle time
of the drives to keep controller and drives in synchronization, cf. Fig. 2.
For closed loop control it is usual advantageous to choose a 1-cycle model. That would
calculate the cycle time by adding the maximum controller calculation time, maximum
transport times for sending outputs and inputs including preparing in controller and
device. This example is shown in CIP1 Motion specification, cf. Fig. 2.
The controlling task in the controller would receive the current feedback value, cal-
culate the new command value and send this to the device. The cycle time needs to
be integer multiples of the drive control loop time. A common suggestion would be

1Common Industrial Protocol
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Figure 2: CIP Motion 1-Cycle Timing Model [ODV17].
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Figure 3: CIP Motion 2-Cycle Timing Model [ODV17].

to divide the cycle time by three for equal parts of calculation time and transport
times. This would leave 2/3rd of transport and calculation capacity for other purpose
supposing full duplex communication.
A 2-cycle timing model would allow a bigger part of the cycle being used for the
controller task, cf. Fig. 3.
The drawback is that the command values of the drives are calculated on the feedback
values of an earlier cycle. This results in interlaced calculations and requires that the
frequency of the signals is below half the frequency of the cycle.
The 3-cycle timing model allows controller calculation and both direction of transport
in parallel and spans input, calculation, and output over three cycle. The model is
running three interlaced control loops each cycle and therefore could in an extreme
case use all resources for computing and transport task, cf. Fig. 4.
The ProfiDrive profile is defined on Profibus/Profinet. As Profibus is a half-duplex
system, send and receive directions are not independent and coupled as request and
confirmation/response (cf. DX for data exchange in Fig. 5).
A non-optimized multi-cycle timing is shown in Fig. 6.
The inputs can only be used in the next controller cycle and the outputs can only be
sent and activated in the following communication cycle. The profile defines three or
more communication cycles as the standard for Profidrive. If the Profibus Master is
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Figure 6: Simple DP cycle [PRO15].

tightly coupled to the control program and the control loops can return their results
before the next communication cycle starts, the 2-cycle model is possible, cf. Fig. 7.
Profinet is based on Standard Ethernet and uses full-duplex operation, but the 3-cycle
model is kept as standard as well. Profinet is working directly on Layer 2 Ethernet
frames and also optimizes transport time by dynamic frame packaging (DFP) and
cut-through forwarding. The communication cycle time can be lower than in UDP
based systems like EtherNet/IP and might compensate for this.
Sercos was the first motion control system and based on TDMA. For synchronization
originally a separated telegram was used. With Sercos III this telegram was included
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as a pattern in the first Ethernet frame of the master to device data telegram (MDT0)
for data efficiency. The timing defines a real-time channel (RTC) and a channel for
universal communication (UCC). Inside the RTC the order of data transport direction
can be chosen. This enables optimization of control loops and the latency of command
and feedback values. MDT first and AT second enables a 1-cycle timing model. For
position control loop locally closed in the drive, the controller internal timing can be
aligned to the Sercos timing in both orders of data directions.

5 Matching
After having shown the different applications and their timing requirements together
with implementations in the typical fieldbus systems, we want to classify and match
the applications to the network properties, as presented in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Matching of application requirements and network properties.
Applications

PLC Sensor Drives CNC/RCPosition Closed-loop
setpoint control

C
om

m
un

ic
at
io
n

Not X1 X1 X1 X2
synchonized

Synchronized X1 X X

1Optimization possible using asymetric data rate
2Only for the integrated PLC
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Not synchronized applications like PLC use unsynchronized networks like Profinet RT
(Profibus DPV1), Ethernet/IP (DeviceNet). The effect is that at each interface along
the data transport an additional buffer is needed and as a worst case a full cycle delay
is introduced. The user’s approach to reduce the delay and the system reaction time is
to set the network cycle time to half of the application cycle time, which generates the
requirement for fast network cycle times to the system and device manufacturers. From
the device side, most sensors signals are not very time critical and used unsynchronized.
Intelligent drives using the setpoint interface include fast closed loop control at local
level and can be used with PLC applications for improving precision and simplifying
application programming. As devices generate signal of different frequency the data
rate could be adjusted by poll/transmit frequency. Especially Sensors are in the first
place only transmitting and need an answer only for keep alive of the connection.
Synchronized Applications like CNC/RC need synchronized devices like drives or posi-
tion feedback sensors in closed loop control mode as well as unsynchronized sensors and
actors for their integrated PLC. Modern communication systems based on Ethernet
support both synchronized and unsynchronized data transfer in one network. State
of the art IE implements this in a more or less proprietary way to each system (Ser-
cos III, EtherCAT, PowerLink, Profinet IRT) or live with higher network cycle time
and shift functionality to the device (EtherNet/IP with CIP Sync and CIP Motion).
Standardization by IEC/IEEE60802 enable IE to migrate to IEEE802.1 standards like
time synchronization (.1AS), quality of service (.1Q) for scheduling (.Qbv), and pri-
orization. Due to synchronization the delay in data transfer can be minimized and
buffer resources as well.

6 Summary
In this work, we analyzed and classified timing constraints in industrial networks allow-
ing a more detailed comparison towards the corresponding application requirements.
We provided an overview of related work classifying industrial networks and deriving
timing requirements. For a specification of application based timing aspects, we com-
pared different timing methods and identified timing constraints of different control
structures. We continued with an overview on implementation related timing aspects,
investigating typically used Industrial Ethernet (IE) protocols. We compared different
cycle models and related them to feasible application control structures. Finally, we
concluded our specification with a matching of application requirements towards net-
work properties, allowing a more detailed understanding on various timing constraints
in industrial communication.
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